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Item  Description 
The TrimSaw 2™ is excellent for rapid sectioning of 
printed circuit boards, ceramic substrates, electronic 
packages, excess mounting material and other 
nonmetals.

Cutting fluid is drawn from the reservoir by the 
rotating blade and applied to the sample.  Using a 6" 
(150 mm) blade, samples up to 1.6" (41 mm) thick 
can be sectioned.  Optional fixtures slide in the table 
slot for more precise cutting requirements or when 
handheld cutting cannot be tolerated.

Accessories and consumables are sold separately.

Item  Description

Features:
	0.25 HP (190 W) motor, variable speed: 500-3,000 

RPM (100 RPM increments)
	4-6" (100-150 mm) diameter blade range,  

0.5" (12.7 mm) arbor hole
	Precision machined aluminum and SS construction 

for maximum durability
	Plexiglass cover (removable) for safety and  

splash protection
	Large cutting platform: 6.75" W x 12.5" D  

(171 x 318 mm) accommodates oversized samples
	Adjustable table rip fence for guided sectioning
	Slotted table to accept fixtures for linear cutting	
	Coolant reservoir, 1 gal. (3.8 L) capacity
	Dims: 18" W x 20" D x 11" H (457 x 508 x 279 mm)
	Weight: 35 lb. (15.9 kg)
	Two (2) year warranty
	Designed & manufactured by Allied in the USA  

Features:
	0.33 HP (250 W) motor, 2,850 RPM
	Blade speed: 60 feet per second
	Coolant tank, 1-gallon (3.8 L) capacity
	Durable plastic injection body that prevents corrosion
	Large cutting platform: 12" W x 11" D 
 (305 x 280 mm) for cutting oversized samples
	Tight-radius sectioning for sample extraction from 

large pieces
	Single knob, blade tension adjustment
	Blade clearance: 5.5" from left, 2.5" high
	Dims: 11" W x 15" D x 18" H (279 x 381 x 457 mm)
	Weight: 20 lb. (9 kg)
	Six (6) month warranty

Diamond Band Saw

TrimSaw 2™

70-1505 Diamond Plated Blade with PTFE  
Replacement Guides (Pk/2)

Accessories:

5-3005 Miter Guide, Fixed 90°
5-3010 Multipurpose Fixture

Accessories:

The Diamond Band Saw is a versatile sectioning 
machine excellent for coarse or non-linear cutting of 
materials such as printed circuit boards, electronic 
packages, substrates, polymers and other nonmetals. 
Cutting fluid is drawn from the reservoir by the blade 
and applied to the sample. Durable plastic injection 
molded construction prevents corrosion.

Multipurpose Fixture Adjustable Rip Fence

New!

70-1500 Diamond Band Saw, 115 V
70-1500-230 Diamond Band Saw, 230 V

5-3000 TrimSaw 2™, 100-240 V


